San Sebastián Neighbourhoods

**Central Basque Coast**
Pretty villages and a dramatic coast make this a fine destination for a road trip. After a seafood meal, bask on a golden beach.

**San Sebastián Gros**
Hang on the beach with the surfers, admire the modern architecture of the Kursaal and devote yourself to discovering new culinary horizons.

**Hondarribia & Pasaia**
Enjoy superb seafood, stunning sea views, maritime history and verdant peaks in historic Hondarribia and the old port of Pasaia.

**San Sebastián New Town & Monte Igueldo**
Grandiose and elegant, San Sebastián’s new town is a place for wandering, shopping and enjoying the funfair at Monte Igueldo.

**San Sebastián Parte Vieja**
This nest of old streets contains the finest pintxo bars in Spain. The aquarium, churches and museum will also appeal.